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EWJ3517 – WallGrafX Prime 240 FR Satin 240 gr.

EWJ3517 WallGrafX Prime is a dimensionally-stable, self-adhesive 
polyester fabric with a coating for printing using solvent and latex inks. 
It is excellent for the decoration of walls, exhibition stand walls, furniture and 
for advertising applications. The material can be easily applied to smooth 
and lightly structured substrates,can be repositioned and is removable 
without leaving residues. Perfect print quality and the vaguely satin surface 
finish lend this product its own unmistakeable character. 
Its black backing perfectly covers highly contrasting substrates and M1 
certification permits its use in public spaces and at exhibitions and fairs. 
The material is resistant to temperature and humidity fluctuations and is 
suitable for long-term use indoors and short-term outdoor use.
 
Product WallGrafX Prime 240 FR Satin
  Satin White. 
  
Film 240 gr.
  Opaque polyester fabric.
  M1	certified	Permanently	non-flammable.
 
Finish Satin	finish.
Adhesive Self-adhesive, clear, acrylic based.

Recommended use - For wall covering.
  - Ideal for creating customized interior design.
  - Shop decoration.
  - Restaurants.
  - Exhibitions.
  - Museums.
  - Hotels.

Features:  - Brilliant colour reproduction.
  - Easy to apply, easily removable.
  - Can be repositioned several times.
  - High opacity (>99%).
  - Splashproof prints for short-term outdoor   
   applications.
  - Resistant to temperature and humidity   
	 	 	 fluctuations.
  - Suitable for use with cutter plotters.

L ES S UV 240 gr. S M1C
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